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TEACHING IN A WORLD OF AI

ResearchRabbit, a cutting-edge, citation-based literature mapping tool, is
designed to revolutionize the research process. This tool is a game-changer
for educators and researchers, streamlining the search for references and
optimizing time.
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The video provides a step-by-step tutorial on how to set up an account, add
key reference papers and visualize connections between chosen papers and
related works. Learn how to build a comprehensive network of references, all
while keeping research organized and accessible. ResearchRabbit is a
transformative AI tool to maximize workflow. Watch the video now to discover
the power of this invaluable tool.

Watch Here

CANVAS ZOOM CHATS

These virtual chats are designed to create a space for discussing and
answering questions about the specific mechanics of the Canvas online
learning platform. These will all be offered twice on their respective dates.
Once starting at 10 a.m. and again at 1 p.m. You only need to register for a
single time slot on each day.
Register Here

2023 OKLAHOMA OER SUMMIT

Registration for the 2023 Oklahoma OER Summit is open. The summit will
take place at Rose State College on Friday, Nov. 3, both online and F2F. This
year's theme is "Innovating Education for Tomorrow: Aligning OER with the
Future of OK Higher Ed." The OSRHE have provided funding to help
reimburse travel expenses or registration for faculty and instructors attending
onsite. A Call for Proposals is open through Oct. 13. Contact Kathy Essmiller
(kathy.essmiller@okstate.edu) to apply for reimbursement.

LEARNING MORE ABOUT CANVAS

We have many resources available for faculty to learn more about Canvas.
Whether you are just starting here at OSU or are a seasoned pro, there is sure
to be something to expand your Canvas knowledge!
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NEED HELP WITH YOUR
COURSE DESIGN?
As the semester progresses,
remember that ITLE teaching
support specialists are happy to
assist. You can reach out to
kdickey@okstate.edu or
gina.morris@okstate.edu for
assistance.

HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT
TEACHING ONLINE?
Contact ITLE for assistance with your
online teaching questions.

Phone: 405.744.1000

Email: canvas@okstate.edu
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